Duration

1hr

Team/Age:

U10s

Organization East Lyme
Theme:

Turning Away From Danger

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

Objectives

Key Coaching Points

Players start on a corner cone and Approach cone with controlled
dribble to middle performing a turn speed.
at middle cone and dribbling to
new corner cone.
Execute Skill tight to the cone.

Warm Up
10 Min
5x5m Grids

Vary turns (inside cut, outside cut,
drag back, rollover etc.)
Click to insert session diagram

Process repeats clockwise & anti
clockwise.

Players go 2 at a time.

Practice

10Min

Accelerate away from cone.

Quickly get body between ball and
pole on the turn.

Dribble up to middle pole and turn
away to side cone.
Accelerate away from the pole.

Grid 10x 25m

Click to insert session diagram

Continue this process to the end of
the grid and start again travelling in
the opposite direction.

Same set up as above only start 2
players on opposite end of grid.
without the ball.

Practice (Progression)
10Min

Quick and accurate passing after
turn.

Players dribble with ball and turn at
cones as previous.
Click to insert session diagram

When players reach the last pole
they now execute a pass to the end
players who will now perform the
drill.
Drill will continue like this with
players positioned at both ends.
Remaining players (Red) play on
the outside of grid performing
quick one two passes with team in
possession of the ball who must
turn after receiving the ball back
from the outside.

Small Sided Game
Turning away from
pressure.

30Min
Grid: 30x30m

Click to insert session diagram

4 v 4 with one floater
playing with defending
team.

Interactive Forms created by www.academysoccercoach.com

Players must turn away from
pressure and pass to team mate in
space.
Rotate positions frequently.

Print Form

Email Form

First 5-10min defenders apply
pressure ONLY without tackling.
Progress to tackling after this.
Emphasize turning away from
danger and playing early pass.
Ensure players without the ball are
providing good angle of support to
relieve pressure on player with ball.
Have a good supply of balls around
grid to keep flow going.
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